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AbsTect'
ti

'The homogeneity of group.regressions teat and. regions of significate test

are two protedures which are frequently recommended fOr, testing an,aptitude-
.,

treatment or trait-treatment inter tion hypothesis. The former ia\used.to

determine if.treafirt group regre ons are nonparallel while the latter 4.

is Used to determine the range of aptithde values for which the heterogeneous

group regressions are significantly different.' While the aboVe procedures

have betome:somewhat. commonplade-among ATI researchers, quantitative indices

i..
PVhich can be, used to determine the practical importance of.a region" f

significance are conspicuously absent from any discussion of
,

ATI methodolo

The purpose of this pappr is to outline a quantitative pbteOure for

determining the practical importance of a region of significance and to

illustrate by reanalyzing data from published ATI research studies that-a

1 41.1ure to use theprocedure could lead to trivial and/or erroneous: research,

Conclusions.
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AnIndex for Detertining tla ImpOrtance Of a Region of Significance .

and Some ApPlicati ns to Publishe ATI.Reaearch

Gary . Borich, Robert t, Godbout And-PauL-T. Maraton,

The Univers-I y of Texas at Austin

'The homogeneity of.gropp reg essions test (Edwards, 1971) and regions

Of signifi ance test (J6hnson & Neiman, 1936) are two procedures which are

frequently recommended. for testing an aptitude-treatment or trait- treatment

interaction hypothesis. The former is used to deterthine if treatment group

regressions (criterion regressed on aptitude) are nonparallel, i.e., hetero-
%

geneous,while the latteri's used to,determine the range of aptitude (trait)

valuesfor which the heterogeneous group regressions are significantly

different. ,These procedures are illustrated in- Figure 1.

1.7

Insert Figure about here

While the above procedures have become somewhat commonplace among ATI

, (
researchers' (Cronbach & Snow, 1974; erliner & Cahen, 1973), quantitative

indices-mNich can be °used to determine, the practical importance of a region

of:signiAcaoce. (and, therefore,, the ATI) are conspicuously absent-from any

discussion of ATI methodologyThe purpose of this paper is, to-Outline a

quantitative procedure, for determining the practical importance of a. region

4
'o significanae'and to illustrate tbat a failure to use the procedure' puld

lead to trivial and /or erroneou research conclusions. The first part of

this paper will be devoted to the mechanics of

iMportance of a region .of significance,

of this technique to published research to

determining the

se and part to.the application

its value in identifying

trivial ind/or erroneous reseaicni conclusikons.
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Importance:' of a Region of Significance inIthe Single Aptitude Case

1-

.

,

.The existence of a region.pf significance
a

does ,not necessarily indicate
. .

the practicalimportante.of that region. For examine,. if'a region of significance('
4

contains no observed data points, then that region is'of little importance,
'

(AN.

Furthermore, -regions of significance are established on the basis of general

relationships obserVed across the entire range of aptitude values. The
,

Johnson4leyman techniqUe (1936)', for exainple,.defines, a region of significance

in terms of differences between group regressions (predicted values) not

On the basis of the observed data within that region: The'actual pattern of,
)

observed results within'a region of significance'may be in conflict with the

general predicted relationships and in this case the region would be of little

importance. Figure 1 presents a simpigiedxample,o this'situation.

Note in Figure l'that the left region of significance (Velowpoint A)

is evidenced because the Treatment 0 regression line(predicted Scores) is

significantly Above the Treatment X regression line (predicted Scores).

The left region of significance would usually be taken as a region where

Treatment 0 was superior. Note, however that the observed data within

Anythis region indicate the exact Opposite relatiOnship. Any tbnclusion

about the.superiority.ofTr6atment 0 within that region, then,,is questionable.
%

,,r ,.,
'while plotted out ut provides general imptssigna About theiMPOrtance

. .

of a region of significance, more objective meaSbres of' impartgnCe arg
;

often desirable.. Two measures of the importance af a region,of signikicance
b J

can be calculated--(1) the proportion of total observationswithin a region

of,significance and (2) an index of,the overlap Within a region.

J ,2

Proportion of total observations within a region of significance/ This

index of importanPe is simply the number of observations al ing within a'

region divided by the total number of observations. The greater this
ti

proportion, the greater the:importance of the region of significance.

5



index -Of overlap' within a'' region of significance. Given a region of

significance, We-oalrot he certain that any, givenS'in.the group predicted
)

,

to be superior actually performed\better,than all theSs ih the other group.

Some GrbUp 1 'Ss will Perfort better than Group 2 Ss eyen though the inter-'

action and region of significance indicate that Group 2's treatment was

superior tO,Group treatment in that region. 'Figure 2 illustrates such

overlap in a. region of signifiCance.

insert Figure 2 about here-

Consider the region of significance bounded by.,Point A,in Figure 2. Notice

that, even though Treatment 0 is superior to Treatment X for the area which

lies to the left of point A, some ,X Ss tall closer to the regression line

for'Treatment ()than to the X regression line, and that some Q Ss fall closer

to the regression' line for Treatment 3Cthen to the 0 regression line. We tan

whenexpect such overlapping to occur evert whenregions of significance Are defined'

.
at a high level of confidence.

An index of the extent of such nverlapping is the percent of all subjects
,

falling within a region of significance Who actuallycdemonstraxe a criterion

.score inconsistent with their treat ant group. The smaller -the value of'this

index, the greater theiMportance -Of the region of significance. Such an

'index can be calculated by counting the number of subjects in the region of

significance Who; while., aesigned to !thpoorer reatpent, actually perforthed

above the-mlline:between the'regr sioil lines 'for the two grouPe-(i.e.,

line equidistant froM the two group regressions) and adding, to, this the

nuMber,of subjectp in the region of significant who, while assigned,to the-
,

better treatMent,',actitally.performed belOw.:themidlinebetweenregressions.

O



The perceqtageiof both types of eiriations within a region is calculated by

finding the midline between the ronp regressions and then determining

whether .each obseriAtion falls. ipove or below this line. Let Mpt(X )

symbolize the midline criterion score for a predictor, score of Xi.t Note-4--
that [MPt(Xi), Xi] indicates the set of points falling on the midline.

The midline between groups regressions Is'given by

141A(xi)

or; simplifying,

+ b1
Mpt(Xi) A

- ) + + b. (x
2 2 i

'+ b (X - )
2 '2 2

2

C

where Y X
1

and b'
1
represent the criterion mean score,

ti

score and.regresston coefficient .(criterion,on- tit

for one treatment and Y X and b these same
2 2 2 -f .

treatment., Tot s bject n with criterion score Y
n

and aptitude scot X
n

values

titude mean

, respecti ely,

for the other

the diatance'from e midline is giVen:by

D = Y
n

Mpt X
n
).

D will be zero when the obserydtion falls on the,midline', positive when

it falls above it,.And'negative when'it falls below it. D's for observations

of the better treatment ate expected't .be poSitive and D's for observatione

of the poorer treatment are expected to be negative. Exceptions are

considered "miSseeand are tallied and-reported as a percent of the total

number of observations within the region., In Figure 2, two observations

) from the better treatment fell below the midline and two-observations

;) from the poorer treatment fell-above it.., Both types of "misses",

constitute 28% of the observay. Qns at lay within the region of significance.
,//

N



We, therefore, would.report a 28% overlap for the region of significance

bounded by the aptitude value A. A small.amount of overlap indiCatels that

the rqatIonships among the data actually observed within the region are'
4 1

consistent with the pre44.cted relationships used to establish the existence

of that region,of significance. A large amount of overlap indicates that
.. -

)..,'
...

the observed data contradict the validity of a regiOn of significance. 'The
,

.

greater the overlap, the less thedmportance of the region of significance.

106
It is irdloortant o note that a'subjecrrom Treatment 1 scoring closer

-to the regression line for Treatment 2 does not provide information as to

whether that lubject has been assigned. to a treatment incorrectly: This

becomes nbvioqs when we consider a subject who is assigned to the better

' treatment within a region of significance but whose score falls, let lit

say,. at Or below the regression for the poorer treatment in this region.

ISuch an S may be al ady performing the bestthat can be expected from

either of the treatment's and placing him in'.the'opposing treatment might

depress h4 criterion score below even its present level. The investigator

...---.

cannot infer that the assignment of overlapping subjects to any other
,.

treatment would necessarily bring the data into better fit with the overall .

regression lines.

Importance of the. Region of Significance in the Two-Aptitude Case

Regions of, Signi cance mathematically defined im a two-aptitude space

no practical importance. Heterogeneous groupalso may have little

regresSions for the two-aptitude case is illustrated in Figure 3.

Inpertyigure 3 about here ,
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The .importande of a region of significance in the two - aptitude case is,(1)

a positive f4ction of the proportion of total observations which fall within
.

that region and (2) a negative function ofthe'amount of overlapping between

the treatments within that region. goth of these indices of importance have

been discussed with regard to the single-aptitude case, ,Generalization of

thesecond (overlap) indexto the two-aptitude'case is as follows/. With two

Aptitudes, a Treatment 1 obairvation evidences overlap if that observation

falls closer to the Treatment 2 regression plane than the Treatment 1,

regressibu plane and vice versa fora Treatment 2 observation. Tn

au observation i counted as overlapping if it lies, on the "wrong" side)of the

midplane between the group regression planes. The midplane equation is

Mpt(A
li'

A
2i

)

V
1.
+ b1 (Ai - A

11
) b

2
(A

2i
- A21) +

2
+ b12 (A

li
-

12
) + b

22
.(A

. 2i - A2

where Mpt(Ali,A2i) is the midplane criterion score for Aptitude 1 equal to

A andAPitAtnde.2 eqmal.to Ali; Y
1
and Y

2
are the criterion means for the

two.treatments;, and b's are regression.coefficients for aptitudes and

treatmentsrespectively; All and A21 are the Treatment 1 means on 4titnde

1 and Aptitude 2; and Al2 and A22.are the Treatment 2 means on Aptitudes
.

1 and 2. \-2

The;overlap index is
)
then the number o f%overlapping observatiOns in

. a region dividecL.by the total nuMber of observations in that region.. The

Midpoint of each region falling within the observed aptitude values is

-calculated. The significance of the digerence (distance) betyeen the

corresponding region a region of significance, while a nonsignificant

difference at, a midpoint indicates a region of nonsignificance.,
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Importance of the Region of Significance or Curlalinear'Regressions
.''. .,

., .

,
, . considerations previously made with regard to the importance of

a region of significance in the case,of.a linear relationshp between aptitude
. 1 ,

and criterion.. Suph considerations all° apply to regions-of.significance,
., .

defined with regard to curviIinearregressions within treatments. The midline
1,

4

between curvilinear (quadratic). regression lines is Wen by the following
AN._

equation:, ,

(\' ,

Mpt(Ai) 7 ri'l -4- 1111C41
...; +,b4(Ai 1) + V + b (A - -A. ) + 1?..(e..- A.2)]/2

_,

2 12 i 2 22. i- 2
o

A .

where Mpt(Ai) is the Vine criterion score for the aptitude variable 'equal

.

to Ai; and Y2 aretare criterion means for the two. treatments; A1' and A2

two treatments;.and the b's are regression
74)

are the apt ude.means for the

coeff4ients for.the aptitude,sqUarr ofthe aptitude, and treatments,

reapedtively.

. Applications of the,Above Models to Published Research

two of the above methods (One-aptitude linear_ and two,-Aptitude linear)

for calculating size of and Ql.rexlpp in regions.Of significance have been

apillied:to :a sample of published and unPalished'ATI studies to determine the.

importance--as opposed to simply the presence- -of a_regiOnor.regions of

signifidance. Table 1 summarizes the resultsof this reanalyses (Borich, 1971;

Carry; 1969; Eastman, 1972;;',.RUghes, 1973; and Koran, 1969). The sample siz

for each study is shown in column 1. The percentage of:_thetOtal cases lying

in a region of significance are shown in columns 2and 3. Finally,, the

(..krcentage of oVerlap-those obserVatiOnslying on the "wrong" side of the

midline or,Midplane regredaion equationare ahOWn in columns 4 and 5.

e first thing7tO notice in the table is that the size of the saMple

begra little'rel4tion to the proportion of cases in the regions of;a4nificance.

Borich'a study,had,the,fewest cases AA shOws thelargestratiO of Cases
. ,,
.

.

affected by,the-treatment (63 percent in'the combined regions). In contrast,

10
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e fgrgest study considered (Carry) had theWallest ratio of cases affected

by the: treatment with.only '32 percent falling in the combined regions. Gixen.

that the overlap inthe largest of these rather small regiqns was 37 percent,

the logical conclusion is that the treatment in Carry's study had essentially,
1

no effect. The Eastman and Hughes studies did much better'in terms of finding

cases in the regions Of significance. More than. 40 pircent ,of the sample felt

in the-a iargest region h each study'. On the second test th6se two atudiet did

not fare as well since thty both had, a*relatiiely high degree of overlap in

the largestregion. MOUt.50 percent overlap would be expected by chance so

the 38 and 40 percent found by tire two studies respectively do not represent
,-

a verbs clear-cut effeat on the treatment groups, Rejecting the Eastman and
o.

,,,,

Hughes studies, leavetonly the Koran andBorich results. Both thaw abo01940,

,t

Hpercent of the cases inYthe largest region of significance and a relatively loW

, .overlap within that region. Of course some caution must
.

be, observed with regard
... \ I.

..

to the Borich findings since the small sample size -makes the percentages quite
,

t,t

'unstable.
jk

,;.

With just two of the five, studies reanalyied providing important - -a

contrasted with Significantfindings, the moral is clear,: Only ~by applying

A

measures that-give the si4e of an ATI-effect'.can,the practical value of the
.

m tudy.be determined. -Ad itedly, the criteria lAed.to accept or reject a

percentage:must'be somewhat arbitrary at this point,. At more and more studies..;.,

.report these measures it. will be possible to get A "feel" far:the relaelve

Uportanbe.of these percentages much at 'wewhave a "feel" for .the size of an

irilportant ,correlation.

14.



Aptitude Variable

Figure 1.' Heterogeneous, group, regressions. A region of significance is
defined to the lef"of"Poin't A and to ..the right of p'o'int $.

. , ,
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Figure 3. Heterogeneous group regressions for the two-aptitude cd0r:.



Table 1.
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Percent
'in Regions

.Percent
Overlap

Borich (1971) 30 40 23 8 2'9

Carry (1969) 181 21 11 34 30

Aastman (1972) 80
fir

43 0 38

:Hughes (1973) 123 41 40'

KOran (l969) 76 0 47 31

f ,

Note: ,Hughes data consisted of one predictor Variable, all other-studies had two
predictprs.

*
Only a single region of significance was definable. A single variable,
of courgt, does not preclude two regions.

tie

index not applicable since region had'no cases.

rnP. '
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